Disability Support Services at AUA
The American University of Armenia aims to establish a learning
environment which supports diverse student learning abilities
and addresses a variety of challenges students face in pursuit of
their education. Students with physical, psychological, or sensory
conditions, be they chronic or temporary, can access the University’s
Disability Support Services (DSS). DSS will assist students who are
in need of accommodations in and outside of the classroom.

Eligible students can make use of assistive technologies,
which include but are not limited to…

Logickeyboard Large Print Slim - keyboard designed for visually impaired
users to provide them with an easier and more accurate way to type on
the keyboard.
Eye-Pal Vision - a fast, accurate, and easy-to-use scanning and reading
appliance that displays text in a high-contrast via a monitor or TV.
Sonocent Audio Notetaker - award-winning technology to capture
audio, text, and slides in a single note-taking workspace, organize
and categorize note sets, improve audio quality and extract to words
required.
Matias FK403RPC Ergo Pro Keyboard - includes a removable palm
support, sculpted keycaps for faster and more comfortable typing.
C-Pen Exam Reader – designed for students with dyslexia and other
learning disabilities. Enables independent exam taking ensuring that
users can read and understand the questions.
https://studentsuccess.aua.am/disability-support-services

IRLEN Colored Overlays - reduces strain and fatigue, eliminates
headaches, improves comprehension, allows to read longer and with
comfort due to print clarity and stability.
Microsoft Sculpt Ergonomic Keyboard - allows to keep hands and arms in a
relaxed position while working on computer.
Snow 7 HD Plus - reading/distance portable video magnifier equipped
with text-to-speech technology.
Kurzweil 3000 - designed to provide literacy support, including reading,
writing and exam taking.
Livescribe 3 Smartpen - searches handwritten notes and converts them
into digital text with high accuracy. Includes Livescribe 5.5 x 8.25 Lined
Journal designed for notes, sketches, and thoughts when one is on-thego.
Apple iPad 9.7 - available to support student study and learning processes.

For more information contact Disability Support Services at AUA
Room 418M, MB
+374 60 61 2519
yelena.sardaryan@aua.am
https://studentsuccess.aua.am/disability-support-services/

